REFLECTIVES AND SPECULARS
SILVER & GOLD LAME
These foil-like metallic fabrics give off a slightly diffused reflective bounce. In
full sun they give you lots of punch, and on overcast days they reflect the
skylight, going up and down with the prevailing ambient conditions. Available
in 54” (1.37m) or made to order finished rag in any size for sale, or for rental
from a huge variety of stock and custom sizes.
Standard Size Chart
6’x 6’ (1.82m x 1.82m)
8’x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m)
12’x 12’ (3.65m x 3.65m)
12’x 20’ (3.65m x 6.09m)
20’x 20’ (6.09m x 6.09m)
20’ X 30’ (6.09 x 9.14m)
Any size available upon request

LAME CHECKERBOARD
Available in Gold & Silver Checkerboard Lame. When the Gold is too warm
and the Silver too intense, the Gold & Silver Checkerboard is just right. Off
the shelf in standard sizes, or made to order finished rag in any size for sale,
or for rental from a large variety of stock and custom sizes.
Standard Size Chart
6’x 6’ (1.82m x 1.82m)
8’x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m)
12’x 12’ (3.65m x 3.65m)
12’x 20’ (3.65m x 6.09m)
20’x 20’ (6.09m x 6.09m)
20’ X 30’ (6.09 x 9.14m)
Any size available upon request
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TRP CHECKERBOARD
Just like the Lamé Checkerboards, These durable TRP reflective fabrics can
be combined in White Ultrabounce® & Silver for a tailored bounce effect
depending on your needs. Custom made for you in any size you require.

SILVER WINDBOUNCE
The unique pattern in this silver bounce allows wind to pass through it as
well as breaking up the light so that you have little or no movement in the
bounce. Available as a raw fabric, or made to order finished rag in any size
for sale, or for rental from a huge variety of stock and custom sizes.
Standard Size Chart
6’x 6’ (1.82m x 1.82m)
8’x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m)
12’x 12’ (3.65m x 3.65m)
12’x 20’ (3.65m x 3.65m)
20’x 20’ (6.09m x 6.09m)

20’ X 30’ (6.09 x 9.14m)
Any size available upon request

TRP SILVER BOUNCE
These unique reflective fabrics have been developed exclusively by The Rag
Place. We provide a grommet pick-up centered on the rear to adjust the
focus. These lightweight and durable reflective fabrics are available in Hard
Silver, for the most intense bounce, available at 55” wide (1.39m) as a raw
fabric, and Soft Silver, our softest bounce, available at 60” wide (1.52m) as a
raw fabric. Both fabrics are made to order finished rags in any size for sale,
or for rental from a huge variety of stock and custom size.
Standard Size Chart
6’x 6’ (1.82m x 1.82m)
8’x 8’ (2.43m x 2.43m)
12’x 12’ (3.65m x 3.65m)
12’x 20’ (3.65m x 6.09m)
20’x 20’ (6.09m x 6.09m)
20’ X 30’ (6.09 x 9.14m)
Any size available upon request
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